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People draw diagrams and sketches to
think, argue, and communicate about prob-

puler sysrelhs.

kin, i n domains ranging from mzL,liaiiicd
cnginscring 10 music. To undersmd a problem better, mathematician George Polya
advised, "Draw a figure ... even if your problem is not a problem of geometry."' We can
debate whether making a figure really helps

people solve problems (and if so, how); nevertheless, we draw diagrams all the time.
Almost every office,laboratory, and classroom offers a whiteboard where people
draw informal diagrams to illustrate their
ideas, and the napkin sketch and the back of
~~
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an envelope are proverbial design tools.
Especially for design applications, it makes
sense to try to construct interactive systems
that can accept, parse, and recognize this
common mode of human communication as
an input modality?
Despite the prevalence of “graphical”
user interfaces, we interact with computer
tools for the most part by choosing from
menus, pressing buttons, and entering text
in forms and files. The first interactive
graphics systems, notably S k e t ~ h p a dem,~
ployed light pens that let users point and
mark directly on a cathode-ray tube image.
But with raster graphics in the mid-1970s
came a widespread adoption of the mouse,
relegating the stylus to relative obscurity.
This persisted until the early 1990s whenwith the advent of pen-based computers and
personal digital assistants-the computer
industry suddenly rediscovered the stylus.
Even today, most PDA and pen-based applications focus on input of text, not graphics.
To be useful, the machine needn’t be able
to make sense of Picasso’s sketches: most
whiteboard drawings are highly stylized or
diagrammatic. They are made up of graphical symbols selected from a fairly small
universe, arranged in a fairly small number
of spatial relationships and often augmented by text labels. But if most drawings
are diagrams. why not make them using a
structured draw program interface, selecting graphical primitives from a palette and
assembling them into a diagram instead of
drawing them? Indeed, many “sketch” programs require the user to do exactly that,
and the resulting diagrams are clean and
precise. Two arguments spring to mind
against this approach. First is direct manipulation: why use a menu when you can just
draw what you want? Second is the objective: in design, you might prefer to work
with a crude or even ambiguous drawing.
Most systems that recognize hand-drawn
graphics boast a “beautify” feature-the
machine converts sloppily drawn figures to
perfect ones. Yet the purpose of the informal
sketch argues for leaving it exactly as drawn.
Beautifyingjust elevates its precision and
apparent commitment to a level that the
drawer probably did not intend.A crudely
drawn sketch implicitly indicates that the
scale cannot be trusted and details have been
left out. But if it is beautified, a reader might
be tempted to assume that it is drawn to
scale. Also, especially in design, it might be
preferable to leave parts of the drawing unreMAY/JUNE 1998
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solved, to be determined later. For these reasons, imprecision and even crudeness are
valuable in early design drawings.

Electronic Cocktail Napkin
To explore these ideas, my students and I
have been working on a project we call the
Electronic Cocktail Napkin (and its successor, the Back of an Envelope). We aim to
develop a freehand drawing environment
that can serve as an interface to a variety of
applications that support designers, such as
case-based advisors, critics, simulations,
libraries, and (for architects and engineers)
drafting and modeling software.
We have observed that many architects,
even those fluent with computer-aideddesign software, choose to develop their initial
ideas using paper and pencil, and only translate their sketches and drawings to electronic
media for design developmentonce the conceptual design work has been done. This way
of working imposes a time-consuming discontinuity in the design process between
conceptual exploration and design development that is largely irreversible: you cannot
move back and forth easily between sketch
and computational representation.As a consequence, computer-basedtools that might
be useful to designers are unavailablein the
earliest and most formative stages of design.
They can only be employed during design
development after the designer has made the
most critical decisions.
The Electronic Cocktail Napkin supports

freehand drawing on a digitizing tablet, a
whiteboard, and a PDA, and it allows several users drawing on different devices to
work together on a drawing. It simulates
various drawing instruments (pencil, pen,
marker, brush) and media (tracing paper,
sketchbook). At first glance, the program
appears merely to combine the features of a
simple paint program (users draw freehand)
and a drawing program (they select, resize,
move, and delete elements). But beyond
emulating physical media and conventional
drawing program software, the Electronic
Cocktail Napkin also provides trainable
symbol recognition, parses more complex
configurations of symbols and spatial relations, and can match similar figures.
The Napkin supports recognition of simple glyphs, or symbols. It delimits individual symbols by the length of time the pen is
lifted; a symbol need not be restricted to a
single stroke. It recognizes a symbol by
comparing its features-pen path, number
of strokes and corners, and aspect ratiowith a library of stored templates. Each
user works with a personal library of
glyphs, which allows idiosyncratic drawing
styles. The Napkin supports on-the-fly
training: a user adds to the library of templates just by drawing a few examples and
identifying the symbol.
The Napkin identifies spatial relationships among the elements of a diagramfor example, left-of, above, contains, or
connects. It recognizes user-defined con11

architectural design problems and solubons
(see Figure l), for a published CD-ROM
library of famous buildings (see Figure 2),
and for URLs in the World Wide Web In
each case, the designer draws a diagram on
the Napbn’s sketchbook page, which also
stores linhng information for various external databases and applications When the
designer draws a diagram to index a Web
page, Napkm asks the browser for the current URL and stores that address with the
dmgram in the sketchbook To retrieve the
page, after finding a matchmg diagram in
the sketchbook the program sends the
browser a “go to URL” message
Figure C A diagramis used to index Archie, a case base of building design information.

ire 2. The sketch of the Sydney Opera House serves as a bookmark into a visual library of famous buildings.
figurations of elements arranged in certain
spatial relationships; for example, a tree
diagram defined as “circles or rectangles,
one vertically above the other, connected
by line segments.” A user defines a configuration recognizer by drawing examples;
the Napkin offers a description of the configuration, and the user refines the description. As with simple glyphs, training a new
configuration takes place on the fly, not as
a separate programming step.
With these two recognition capabilities
(symbols and configurations) the Electronic Cocktail Napkin lets users graphically and interactively define a visuallanguage grammar, which the program can
then use to parse freehand drawing input.
In addition to parsing compound configurations, the Napkin can also diagnose the
similarity of two diagrams, comparing the
12

numbers and types of elements and the
spatial relations in each.

Interface to simulations. We used the Napkin as an interface to drive two interactive
simulation tools. In the first example, using a
local area network design tool called ProNet,
the designer draws a freehand diagram of a
network to be simulated;the Naplun parses
the diagram and sends instructions to ProNet
to construct and run the simulation.The second simulation tool, IsoVist, helps architects
compute and visualize the isovist, or territory
visible from a given vantage (see Figure 3).
The designer draws the floor plan on the
Napkin, which parses and exports it to the
IsoVist calculator,which performs the IsoVist calculation and displays the result.
HTML editing. Our WebStyler prototype
explored using freehand diagrams to lay
out a Web page. The designer draws the
page layout using graphic symbols to position titles, text, and pictures. After the designer attaches specific text and pictures to
the page, WebStyler generates appropriate
HTML code to position the items correctly
in the layout (see Figure 4).

Applications
Our program has served as a platform to
build prototype interfaces to a variety of
applications. We have built a visual indexing and retrieval scheme, a freehand drawing interface to simulation programs, an
HTML layout application, and a simple
constraint-based diagram e d i t ~ r . ~ , ~

Visual bookmarks. We used the Napkin’s
similarity matching to develop a visual
bookmarking scheme. A designer, browsing
a digital library of images or design information, makes a diagram to index an item
of interest. Later, drawing a similar diagram
retrieves the database entry or image. We
built a diagram index for a case library of

Discussion
The same diagram might have rather
different meanings in different domains. In
surveying whiteboards at my university, we
found that across a wide range of departments the diagrams contained mostly the
same symbols and spatial relations, although they quite clearly were talking
about different subjects. Context plays a
large role in forming a correct interpretation of a diagram, as it does in naturallanguage understanding. For example, a
curlicue line means “inductance” in the
context of analog circuits, but in a mechanics diagram it means “spring,” and in a
child’s drawing of a person, “hair.” It’s
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sometimes possible for the Napkin to recognize context by a unique symbol or configuration that appears in the diagram (for
example, a treble clef indicates that the
diagram is about music). Once the context
is recognized, interpretation of symbols
might change (curlicues become inductances or springs), as well as the set of recognizable configurations.
We’re currently redesigning the Electronic Cocktail Napkin interface so that
designers can use it as a tracing paper overlay on top of other applications. In this interaction mode, they would see through the
Napkin’s window and interact with the
application by drawing freehand marks and
diagrams. For example, an architect could
interact with a modeling program, sketching on top of the 3D forms to edit them. Or
the architect could edit a text document the
same way you work on paper, using a pen
to insert, delete, and move sections of text.
This will require specifying a standard way
of translating marks made on the Napkin to
commands for the back-end application. It
will also require enabling the back-end
application to take control of the user’s
diagram.
In the Right Tool at the Right Time project, we’re looking at whether the interface
might be able to identify what the designer
is doing just by looking at the drawing, and
then provide an appropriate tool for the
task at hand. For example, observing that
an architect is drawing light rays and computer monitors, the Right Tool manager
might proffer a lighting simulation program or advice in a case base about how to
avoid glare in work areas.
Drawing is most often used in conjunction with other communication modalities.
A drawing doesn’t stand alone, but is embedded in a social context. The whiteboard
drawing, the back-of-the-envelope diagram,
and the napkin sketch are part of a conversation. We don’t expect that interacting with
computers will be any different in this regard than with people: the real payoff will
come by integrating freehand drawing interfaces with other interaction modes, including conventional structured interfaces,
speech, and text. As a first step in this direction, we capture and store the spoken conversation made during drawing, and tag the
audio track with the elements of the drawing. The designers can touch an element in
the drawing and play back the conversation
that was happening when the element was
MAY/JUNE 1998

Figure 3. The Napkin sketch at right drives the IsoVist simulator at left, which computes and displays the viewshed in a
floor plan.

Figure 4. WebStyler. The Web page at right was laid out using the Napkin sketch at left.
drawn or referenced.
There’s a chicken-and-egg problem here.
It’s not clear that an informal interface to a
formal application is a good idea: if an
application requires precision, freehand
diagrams might be the wrong approach. Today’s structured interfaces to design applications affect the role we expect the software to play, and thus the design of the
software itself. For example, most energyestimating tools for architects require precise input and deliver precise output. They
are therefore less useful in the early stages
of design, although that is when the design
is most malleable. Perhaps the advent of
informal interfaces will foster a new generation of sketchy applications, software that
is more qualitative and less demanding of
precision, and thereby more useful during
early, conceptual design.
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